
Chapter Eleven: The Reasons for the Union

(1) The learned scholars have mentioned many reasons for the union, and they fall

into two categories.

(2) The Wrst category concerns the Creator. (3) The property on account of which he

brought us into existence (namely, his generosity) (4) was also that property on account of

which he established contact (ittas.ala) with our nature, in order to perfect us—that is to

say, (to bring us to) the perfection of his generosity. (5) The (Wrst) proof regarding the

necessity of the union is the fact that the Creator (may he be exalted!) is the most excellent

of benefactors. (6)Now themost excellent of benefactors is the benefactor who bestows the

most excellent of essences, (7) and the most excellent of essences is the essence of the

Creator. (8) It necessarily follows then that theCreator has generously bestowed his essence

upon us, and this took place in his contact (ittis.āl) with us. (9) A second proof is the fact

that his contact with us is possible, for themain objection to that contact is (the supposed)

incompatibility (of the two uniting elements). (11) But the Creator is not in fact opposed

to his creature, since one opposing party would destroy its opposite, not bring it into

existence. (12) In the Torah, God said that he created humankind in his likeness (bi-

shibhihi), and this likeness is close to the (idea of) contact (al-ittis.āl). (13) If his contact

with us is possible, and if we have the goal of honour(ing him), and if he possesses the

perfection of generosity, (14) then there can be no objection to it, apart from (claims that

God is guilty of) impotence or greed. (15) These two things are attributes of imperfection,

and God is exalted above both of them. (16) Therefore, his contact with us is necessary.

(17) The second category pertains to us. (18) That is, when we fell short of attaining

our human perfection, (19) and when the prophets fell short in helping even the

smallest number of people attain the Wrst principles of the aforementioned perfection,

(20) God became incarnate162 so that he might cause the greatest number of people to

attain the goal of human perfection and (true) existence. (21) The Scriptures give

witness to the condition of Christians as compared to the condition of those who

came before them, (22) as well to their movement away from the worship of false

deities163 to the worship of God, (23) and away from great licence to the goal of ascetic

piety (ghāyat al-tanassuk).
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(3) If the Creator (may his name be exalted) is the cause of his creation’s existence,

then its corruption is not his responsibility, and from this it follows that he is not

opposed to it. And if he is not opposed to it, then it is impossible that he not be

present with it in one (particular) place. Its corruption is not his responsibility, since it

was one of the two things to which he was opposed; so the corruption of what he was

associated with was the responsibility of both of these two (other) things.

(4) It is one of the attributes of the Creator that he is generous with the most

excellent things, and that he is the pure Good. And it is clear that contact (ittis.āl) with

the pure Good is itself a great good. For this reason, contact with the most excellent

One is (itself) most excellent, and when the One who is generous comes together with

the most excellent things it is a kind of contact. The Incarnation (al-ta’annus) is

nothing other than the contact between the Creator (may his name be exalted!) and

human nature, and his presence with it in one place. Now the necessity of the

Incarnation (al-ta’annus) has been clariWed as required.

(5) If a sceptic should express doubt and say, ‘If the necessity of the Incarnation was

in fact required, then why did it not take place at the very beginning of human nature’s

existence?’ But such a sceptic contradicts himself (by proposing) that God could have

brought the world into existence before it was brought into existence. Just as the latter

(i.e. creation) is not manifest to us in such a way that we can express it in detail,

neither is the former (i.e. the Incarnation).

(6) Let us supplement this idea in other words. If the union (al-ittih. ād)164 did not

in fact come to pass in accordance with the generosity of the Creator (may he be

exalted!) and in accordance with his wisdom and his capacity for making it possible,

why would it have been deprived of anything unless it were on account of stinginess.

Yet stinginess is (the attribute) most radically at variance with the Creator (may he be

exalted!), for it was the generosity of the Creator that made the union necessary.

(7) And if it is said, ‘This generosity is granted to one person only, apart from the

rest of humanity,’ it is said in reply, ‘Indeed, this person (to him be the glory!)

willingly followed the way that leads to contact (al-ittis.āl) with God (may he be

exalted!), and it was pleasing (to God) that one person, who has that generosity by

nature, might make clear to the rest how to reach the happiness of coming into

contact (al-ittis.āl) with him, according to their capability. The typical form of this

question is that of the one who asks, Why did the prophecy not apply to all

humankind? And if this applied to all of them, why was there a need for only one

of them (to receive this generosity), while the rest remained like those who were

compelled to virtue, not like those who were elected for it?’’

The discourse on the union (al-ittih. ād) regarding the necessity of the Incarnation (al-

ta’annus) from what Sheikh al-S
˙
afı̄, brother of the author (may God have mercy on

him), summarized from the treatise of Yahyā ibn #Adı̄ (may God have mercy on him).

(9) He said, ‘The Creator (may he be exalted!) is the most generous, and the most

generous is the one who is generous with the most excellent essence. And this

164 The author uses the term al-ittih. ād (lit. the union), along with al-ta’annus (lit. the act of
becoming human), to refer to the Incarnation.



statement is the result of the following two premises: Wrst, that the Creator (may he be

exalted!) is the one who is generous with the most excellent essence, and second—if a

fundamental proposition is to be added to this—that the most excellent essence is that

of the Creator. It necessarily follows that the Creator is generous in his essence.

(10) And if it is said ( fa ’in qı̄la), ‘If these deductions are true, then the analogous

case is true, and we should discover what is analogous to it. The unthinkable follows

however: if the Creator is the most excellent of agents,165 and the most excellent agent

is the one who acts on behalf of the most excellent essence, and the most excellent

essence that of the Creator, then it would follow that the Creator is the one who acts

on behalf of his own essence, and this is absurd, because (in that case) he must exist

before he exists and he must exist on the condition of his being non-existent.’

(11) To this we say, ‘Indeed, the diVerence between the two statements is that the

action of something upon its own essence is impossible. For if one thing grants to

another thing its essence, in the sense that it is generous to it in its contact (ittis.āl)

with it, it is not impossible for us to Wnd many things that grant to other things their

essences, just as in the case where Wre is present in iron and is united (tattah. id) with it,

and the iron becomes alight through its union (ittih. ād) with the Wre, and does what

Wre does in terms of heating and burning.

(12) In the same way, the four properties—heat and cold, moisture and dryness—

give to material bodies (ajsām) their essences by coming into union (ittih. ād) with

them and by attaching themselves to them, so that the property particular to them has

its origin in the material bodies with which they are composed. And in the same way,

the things facing mirrors give their images (s.uwar) to them, and the mirrors are

‘imaged’ (tatas.awwar) by them. And those turning to the mirrors see the things facing

them as images of these same things, and (they see) everything that happens to them

with regard to movement and coming to rest.

(13) The uncertainty of this contradiction is revealed especially in our subject, by

the fact that we are clarifying how the union (ittih. ād) of the Creator (may he be

exalted!) with humankind is possible. And we say, ‘Indeed, it is known that human-

kind comprehends (ya#qil) the Creator, and the meaning of his comprehension

(ta#aqqul) of him is that the mind of the human being is ‘imaged’ (mutas.awwar) by

the image of the Creator. The Creator is not disgusting and material, for his image is

part of his essence—his image must (in fact) be his essence—and his essence is

(identiWable with) the mind of the human being. For in reality the mind and that

which is comprehended (by the mind) are actually one subject,166 just as Aristotle

made clear: it is necessary that the human being, when he comprehends the Creator,

be united (muttah. idan) with him . . .

[sects. 14–18 omitted]

(19) And because the human being comprehends his Creator, and the Creator’s

mind (comprehends) his, there is a union (ittih. ād) of his mind with the image (of the

Creator)—the Creator (may he be exalted!) is an image and not a material thing—and

165 I read here the conditional marker #in (if ) rather than the editor’s #inna (indeed). There
would be no distinction between the two in the orthography of the manuscript.
166 Lit. one in the subject (i.e. one in subjectivity).



if he has comprehended his Creator, the human being is united (muttah. idan) with

him by the mediation of his mind. For the Creator has knowledge of the human being,

and he (i.e. the human being) is also ‘imaged’ by the image of the Creator. Now the

possibility of the Creator’s union (may he be exalted!) with humankind has become

clear. As for his action upon his own essence, it is has been shown to be impossible.

This is what we wanted to clarify.’ The summary has been completed.

(20) Brother S
˙
afı̄ (may God have mercy on him) said, ‘If it is said ( fa ’in qı̄la), ‘If the

meaning of the union (al-ittih. ād) is the human being’s comprehension of his Creator,

and the prophets and the ‘friends (of God)’ comprehended the Creator, then why have

you singled out Christ apart from them by his union (ittih. ād)?’

(21) We have said in reply (fa qulnā), ‘Indeed, we have not said that this is the

meaning of Christ’s union, for the union of the divinity and humanity in Christ was

the Wrst condition for the existence of that humanity, since the humanity was not

‘‘imaged’’ afterwards. This is like the union of the soul of the human being with its

body (badan). The possibility that the Creator was generous towards humankind in

his own essence means that he was united with humankind to the extent that the

sayings and deeds that were particular to the Creator (may he be exalted!) came to be

revealed only in him (i.e. Christ). This was in order to make manifest the diVerence

between (on the one hand) the possibility of his being generous in his own essence

as such, and (on the other hand) the idea that he acted upon his own essence. Let

our analogies be completed and our opponent be refuted. Glory to God forever

and ever.’

And he has an additional commentary on the aforementioned statement that the

mind has become one with what it comprehends when it is ‘imaged’ by the image of

what it comprehends.167

(23) The condition of that which is comprehended in the mind (al-ma#qūl), is like

the condition of that which is perceived (al-mah. sūs) in the act of sensory perception

(al-h. ass). The condition of that which is perceived in the act of sensory perception is

like the condition of things that face mirrors (as they are seen) in the mirrors

themselves. And it is clear that before anything comes before the mirrors and faces

them, the mirrors are devoid of the images of whatever it is that comes to face them.

And if an object of whatever quality presents itself and faces the mirrors so that its

image may be ‘imaged’ in them, the image (s.ūrah) of that which faces the mirrors is

‘imaged’ (tas.awwarat) in them. What used to have (only) the possibility of existing in

the mirrors has actually come to exist in them. An imagined thing has become realized

by means of the facing image. The image in the mirrors is its realization, in view of the

fact that it is ‘imaged’ (mutas.awwarah) in actuality, and the image of whatever is

facing the mirrors is what has come to exist in them. They (the two images) have

become one in subject. In the same way, the image of the mind and the image of that

which is comprehended in the mind are one and the same thing.

167 Lit. that which has been comprehended. I have rendered this phrase in the active voice in
order to make the phrase Xow more smoothly in English.



A choice extract from the ninth axiom of al-S
˙
af ı̂’s book, ‘The Truths’, with a Wne

addition at the end.

(25) The means of proving the divinity of Christ and the union of his divinity with his

humanity is threefold. The Wrst is the witness of the aforementioned prophets

concerning his appearance and his divinity. The second is the manifestation and

issuance of divine actions from him. The third is the reception of whoever has

believed in him from among the Greek sages and philosophers, who were perfect in

their natural and perceptible understanding.

(26) The intellectual path—through which the existence of the divine essence (al-

dhāt al-ilāhı̄yah) was established among the intelligent, along with the existence of the

attributes (belonging to that divine essence), the existence of the rational soul in the

human being which is united with his animal nature, and the existence of the natural

and organic energy in plants and animals—is the same intellectual path through

which the divinity of Christ168 in union with his humanity was established among the

learned and faithful philosophical sages. I am speaking about the fact that every agent

not perceived by the senses is known from the existence of its traces.

(27) And when (the sages) discovered that plants drew in nutrients and got rid of

waste, they said, ‘There is a power that draws in and a power that rids.’ And when they

discovered that animals were distinguished from the plants by their perception of

sensory things, they said, ‘There is a sensory power,’ not on the basis of the fact that

they themselves perceived something of this power through of their senses. Thus,

when they found that human beings were distinguished from the rest of the animal

kingdom by the rational speech that originated from thought engendered in the mind,

they said, ‘He has a mind with which he thinks rationally.’169

(28) In the same way, when they found that the world was made, and they saw that

some of it was already set, like the stars and the planets, and that some of it was (still)

developing, like individual plants and animals, they said, ‘It is necessary for both the

already established and the newly occurring to have a beginning.’ And when they

found that the things that were made by God were made with wisdom, they said,

‘Indeed, he is wise and powerful.’ It was from the traces that they inferred the existence

of the one who left those traces, and it was from the attributes of those traces (that

they inferred) his attributes; it was not because they (directly) perceived with their

senses either the existence of the one who left the traces or his attributes.

(29) Thus, when they found that sayings and deeds particular to God issued from

Christ in a manner visible to the senses—that is, from his humanity—they said, ‘The

divinity is united with it in a way analogous to our statement, ‘‘The soul of the human

is united with his body (badanihi).’’ ’ This is due to the fact that traces particular to the

soul issue from the body.

(30) An additional (Wnal) means (of proving the divinity of Christ) is not theor-

etical: it is the certainty that comes from (spiritual) exercise and inner puriWcation.170

The holy, righteous, and pure Fathers, those who knew and with their entire being

168 Lit. the presence of the divinity of Christ.
169 Lit. with which he is a rational thinker.
170 Lit. exercise and the puriWcation of the interior (al-riyādah wa tas.fı̂yat al-bāt

˙
in).



entered into the profession of holiness, those who contemplated the Wrst truth, the ones

who enlightened the enlighteners, those who resembled angelic beings,171 those who

were Wlled with the gift of the Holy Spirit, those who resembled God in accordance with

their ability, those who walked in this path to its utmost end by means of the correctness

of their Christian faith and their attainment of contact (al-ittis.āl) with God through it,

those who participated with his angels in glorifying him and in hallowing him in

common partnership, showed forth his (divine) traces by means of that faith—by

their constancy in it and their devotion to it—until they oVered themselves up (in

martyrdom), without any separation from it and in obedience to it.

Chapter 25

On the proof regarding the statement, ‘God became man, and man became God’:

what the most excellent leader, Sheikh al-S
˙
af ı̂, said in his treatise ‘The Response to

al-Nashi’.

(3) The meaning of the Christian saying,172 ‘God became man, and man became God,’

is that God united with one person of human nature from the very beginning of the

person’s existence who was united to him, not that one of these two realities changed

from its own nature to the other, but rather that one (being), Christ, came into

existence from the two, and he is God-become-man (al-ilāh al-muta’annis).

(4) And in meaning it is likened to the process by which matter assumes its own

form (s.ūrah), when it is formed. It assumes its form in an essential way. However, it

does not take on the very essence of the form, nor the very essence of the matter,

according to this analogy. Rather, from the two, one species emerges whose sense is

diVerent than the sense of each one of the two things singly.

(5) And the word ‘became’ suggests two meanings. One of them is like when we say,

‘The food became Xesh and blood.’ And the other is like when we say, ‘The writer

became a doctor.’ In the latter case, the essence (of the person) remains. It has not

changed; it has been renewed. It had a condition by virtue of power, but then it came

to have one by virtue of action. By the word, ‘became’ here, we do not want (to imply)

the meaning of change.

(6) Now then, one of the aspects—the one to which we have restricted ourselves

here—is purely intellectual. From this aspect, Yahyā ibn #Adı̄ drew certain conclusions

in his treatise On the Necessity of the Incarnation. He said,

(7) ‘It is necessary that God is the most generous, and it is necessary that the most

generous is the one who is generous with the most excellent essence, and the most

excellent essence is his own. So it is necessary that God is the one who is generous in

his essence, and that he is the one who is sought after. Therefore, the union (al-

ittih. ād) has no meaning except as an expression of the Creator’s generosity in his

essence toward human nature through his special contact (al-ittis.āl) with it.’

(8) The second aspect is legal-intellectual, and it is the fact that God has established

the truth of the Gospel, the prophets, and the apostles. Now as for the Gospel, it

171 Lit. angelic substantial entities (al-jawāhir al-malā’ikı̄yah).
172 Lit. saying of the Christians.



includes the verse, ‘The Word became a body, and dwelt among us, and we saw his

glory.’173 In the Gospel is found the statement of the Lord, ‘Before Abraham, I am.’174

And in it is what John says concerning him, ‘This is the one about whom I said to you,

‘‘He comes after me, and he was before me, because he is older than me.’’ ’175 For he

came before the two by virtue of the fact that he is God, not by virtue of the fact that

he is man, because in the body he was born of Mary, after Abraham and John.

Chapter 26

On the proof regarding the meaning of the saying of the holy Gospel, ‘The Word

became Xesh (lah.man),’ and in some languages, ‘He became a body (jasadan).’

(3) We say that the word ‘became’ implies two meanings. (4) One of them is like when

we say, ‘The food became Xesh and blood.’ Here the Wrst has been changed into the

second, and not vice versa. (5) The second meaning is like when we say, ‘The doctor

became an astrologer, and the writer became a soldier.’ Here the essence remains. It

has not changed; it has been renewed. It had a condition by virtue of power, and then

it came to have one by virtue of action.

(6) This is the meaning that we desire—namely, that through the union (al-ittih. ād)

God the Word came to have a condition that had not existed before. It is his contact

(ittis.āl) with a human being who possessed bodily and Xeshly characteristics,176 just

like the contact (ittis.āl) between the soul and the body. And yet, he remains eternal in

his condition, without change.

(7) This statement is from the words of the philosophers among the Christians.

6. Patriarch Matthew IV, A Refutation of the Calvinists,
Par. ar. 226 (unedited). Trans. S. Davis.

(1) In the name of God, the Merciful and Compassionate. Glory to the eternal God.

Salvation belongs to the Lord, and by the Lord comes salvation. (This house loves God.)177

(2) The peace of our Lord Jesus Christ and the grace of his living Holy Spirit who

resided in his pure disciples and in his holy, righteous apostles on holy and revered

Mount Zion, that divine peace and that blessing itself, may they reside always within

our venerable and blessed Christian brothers. May the blessing of God be upon them

all with all the heavenly blessings, Amen. We will teach them after the renewal of

blessings upon them, and I will bestow spiritual peace upon them.

(3) It has come to our ears that the enemy speaks among you concerning the faith.

We have already sent you a document especially concerning that.178 We write to you

this correspondence also. It is from me, Matthew the Poor, the servant of Jesus Christ

by the grace of God, the one for whom it is inconceivable—he who is unworthy—to

173 John 1: 14. 174 John 8: 58. 175 John 1: 15.
176 Lit. a bodily, Xeshly human being (insān jasadānı̄ lah. mı̄).
177 This sentence is the only part of the text written in Coptic.
178 The author is referring to a statement of faith that he had earlier sent to the same

recipients. For the text of this doctrinal summary, see Par. ar. 225.




